We invited Stacey Salazar, Director of the Master of Arts in Art Education at the Maryland Institute College of Art to provide an overview of the history of postsecondary and professional art education in the United States and to situate our work within this history. Salazar’s writing about the lack of pedagogical training for art faculty at colleges and universities has helped us understand the need for pedagogical support and dialogue between arts educators.
College studio art-and-design education in the United States (US) today is a confluence of contemporary considerations and historical precedents. In order to critically examine today’s college teaching practices and enact transformational change, an understanding of those considerations and precedents is useful.

**Contemporary Considerations**

Around the globe, organizations value creative individuals because they tend to take risks, have self-discipline, be flexible and open to new ideas, and understand multiple points of view.\(^1\) Research suggests that college studio art-and-design classrooms are creative spaces.\(^2\) However, many creative classrooms are challenged by changes in institutional funding, in student populations, and in curricular priorities—as well as by the immutability of the professoriate. In this section I provide a brief summary of research relevant to contemporary college studio art-and-design education and describe some of the challenges facing studio art-and-design in higher education in the United States.

**Research**

Research of college studio art-and-design teaching and learning provides insight into contemporary educational practice. My own research of teaching in studio art-and-design college classrooms indicates that effective instruction includes structuring the creative process, facilitating dialogue, organizing the learning space, and modeling how to sustain oneself as a professional.\(^3\) In structuring the creative process, professors engage students in learning-by-doing, valuing process, and building a learning community that fosters creativity. To facilitate dialogue, instructors ask questions, speak with students warmly and individually, and share anecdotes that communicate the big ideas of the curriculum. In order to enhance the learning goals of a particular class session, teachers orchestrate the physical space by arranging classroom furniture, adjusting lighting, or varying the location. Perhaps most significantly, effective professors engage students as equals, and in so doing, reveal who they are as “real” practitioners of creative endeavors.\(^4\)

More broadly, studies of teaching practices across other higher education disciplines—as well as within PK–12 art education—indicate that effective instructors get to know their students; create an environment that encourages risk-taking, inquiry, and autonomy; understand the educational context; allow students’ life experiences to be the point of departure for constructing a curriculum; maintain a deep knowledge of their discipline; and facilitate encounters with role models of diverse genders, races, and ethnic identities.\(^5\)
A review of the literature on learning indicates that in studio art-and-design classrooms, students learn to take risks, persist, and manage their time; appreciate different kinds of art; see things from multiple points of view; and articulate their thoughts about art. Students describe one-on-one interactions with professors as central to their development. Studies I have conducted suggest that students want their instructors to get to know them, to help them make personally meaningful work, to teach them skills, to show them how to live creative lives, and to create a community conducive to individual and collaborative creativity. Indeed, in the years following graduation, studio art-and-design alumni note that the community of artists they encountered in art school is the model for communities they seek to create, or be part of, out in “the real world.”

**Challenges**

**Changes in institutional funding**

In the 1950s and 1960s, there was substantial government support for higher education. By contrast, today there is relatively little federal funding, so full-time faculty salaries and positions are shrinking, lower-cost part-time positions are proliferating, and more colleges are becoming tuition-dependent. For students, escalating tuition costs mean college can be a proposition for life-long indebtedness. Furthermore, due to broader economic shifts and increasing income inequality, it is more challenging for artists to make a living today, which, among other issues, means student loan repayment can be problematic for graduates of art-and-design programs.

In an effort to demonstrate a purely financial return on investment, some colleges count the number of new graduates moving directly into paid careers in their disciplines. However, this is not an ideal measure for art-and-design alumni because it often takes years for artists to sustain themselves through work related to artmaking. Indeed, a longitudinal study I conducted with art school alumni indicates that they prize the art school experience—not merely for career options—but for the way it nurtures artistic identity and critical engagement, provides opportunities to craft a creative life that has meaning and purpose, and creates space to define for oneself what it means to be happy and successful.

**A diversifying college student population**

Some data indicate that the United States college student population is more diverse than ever. Recent changes in financial aid, for example, have brought many more low-income students onto campuses with
affluent students, creating a concentrated mix of economic classes rarely found elsewhere in the United States. More people with developmental disabilities are attending college. International students, many of whom are English language learners, now make up a significant percentage of the overall college student population. And sixty years ago nearly all Black college students attended Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), whereas today, more than 90 percent of college-age Black students choose to attend other kinds of colleges. These are just a few of the ways in which campuses are becoming more diverse.

The consensus view among higher education administrators and professors is that college student learning is enhanced when the community is made up of people from different races, ethnicities, genders, and economic and cultural backgrounds—which may be a reason that colleges energetically recruit diverse students. However, even if welcomed onto campus, once matriculated, impoverished students, international students, and students of color confront formidable challenges. They are more likely to experience psychological distress due to microaggressions, racism, loneliness, and differences between their cultures of origin and the highly competitive and individualized culture of United States higher education. These challenges need to be addressed, in part because continued diversification of the college student population is likely; the Census Bureau predicts that by 2020 most of the nation’s children will identify as a racial or ethnic minority. Consequently, by 2030, “minorities” are likely to be the majority of college students.

These differences notwithstanding, undergraduates have something significant in common: they are engaged with digital technologies nearly from birth. Today’s eighteen-year-old college student was in kindergarten when Twitter launched, Facebook was made available to anyone over age thirteen, and Apple released the first iPhone. As of June 2018, more than half of Instagram’s 100 million active United States users were between the ages of 18 and 29. And importantly, recent research reveals that immersion in social media plays a part in young adult passivity, anxiety, and depression—all of which impact learning.

Online engagement may also contribute to the fact that, for these young people, longstanding silos between the “fine” and “design” arts are increasingly irrelevant. Instead, today’s youth experience making as a continuum of equally engaging options, with fine arts at one end and problem-based design at the other. These young people see themselves as artists and designers, autonomous and engaged in community, their endeavors as acts of creativity and objects of commerce. It seems prescient that artist-educator Ernesto Pujol predicted over a decade ago that this digital generation would create a “pivotal historical perceptual change” making “the abyss between past and present modes of perception
greater than ever before in terms of attention, translation, forms, aesthetics, and production.\textsuperscript{25}

**Changing curricular priorities**

Even before these shifts in college student demographics, scholars and artists were questioning the continued dominance of Bauhaus and Academy models in contemporary studio art-and-design education. Postmodernism\textsuperscript{26} had successfully challenged Eurocentric hegemony and hierarchical control of “universal” knowledge;\textsuperscript{27} in its place, these scholars and artists argued for a distributed knowledge paradigm, emphasizing inquiry, learner-centered education, the teacher as facilitator, integration of digital and analog ways of making, and education as a serious-but-playful and lifelong endeavor.

Based on these principles, a number of art-and-design programs have restructured in recent years, moving toward thematic, interdisciplinary, inclusive, holistic, digitally integrated, and globally engaged approaches.\textsuperscript{28} Additionally, some art-and-design programs are exploring ways to decenter Eurocentric curricula, reframing the canonical/exceptional divide as a spectrum of possibilities, and integrating Indigenous ways of knowing.\textsuperscript{29} When such changes are implemented, faculty entrenched in the Eurocentric traditions of art and education are challenged to adapt, often with limited time and resources. As a result, within one institution, or even one department, there may be different curricular views and pedagogical philosophies co-existing in dissonant tolerance.\textsuperscript{30}

**The professoriate**

When engaging in curricular change, it is essential to acknowledge that the majority of senior tenured professors are white men who began teaching in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{31} Today, only 38 percent of women professors are tenured, while a mere 5 percent of full professors are African American, Hispanic, or Native American.\textsuperscript{32} Given the demographic shifts in the college student population, the relative homogeneity of the—mostly older—tenured faculty suggests a widening cultural gap between students and professors.

Further complicating this situation, there is a longstanding tradition in higher education for studio art-and-design professors to teach from their expertise as makers, without an education in pedagogical options or philosophies of learning.\textsuperscript{33} Professors are frequently hired and promoted based on professional activity as documented by grants, fellowships, exhibitions, commissions, and critical reviews (paralleling how peers in other disciplines are promoted based on research accomplishments). This has
long been the practice in higher education generally, and college art-and-design specifically, beginning with the education of artists in the Middle Ages: the teachers were professional artisans, not professional educators. It is not surprising then, that today there are relatively few resources available for professors who wish to adapt their curriculum or enhance their teaching. Indeed, university centers for teaching and learning, designed to support professorial innovation, rarely seem to have resources specifically for studio art-and-design instruction.

This is significant because unlike many other disciplines, in studio art-and-design education, student and teacher engage in frequent conversations as the student’s work comes into being. Consequently, studio art-and-design professors—more than instructors in many other areas of study—significantly impact student learning through their personalities, values, formative education, teaching experiences, engagement with academic and popular culture, and personal aesthetic choices. Given such influence, it seems especially urgent that studio art-and-design professors become reflective practitioners and educational innovators.

Happily, there seems to be a shift from a faculty culture in which only studio art-and-design practices are discussed, to one in which educational practice is also a topic of lively and enthusiastic interest. For instance, in the past decade there have been a number of books published that describe aspects of teaching studio art-and-design at the college level. In addition, online forums and in-person conferences make evident that professors are sharing assignments, exploring learning outcomes, preparing MFA students to teach, revising curricula, and participating in teaching circles that address contemporary challenges. Sustained collegial conversations among professors who are invested in exploring the questions associated with contemporary college art-and-design education—the authors of this book are a prime example—can have transformational impact on the field. Such a culture shift in the professoriate is significant given the formidable challenge of contesting historical precedents of college studio art-and-design education.

**Historical Precedents**

The curriculum (what is taught) and pedagogy (how something is taught) typical of today’s college studio art-and-design classrooms in the United States is not merely a consequence of contemporary pressures. It is also a result of—often unexamined—educational practices inherited from Eurocentric historical precedents. In this section I summarize the history of studio art-and-design in higher education, highlighting curricular and pedagogical precedents that continue to resonate throughout studio art-and-design education in the United States today.
The origin of contemporary curriculum and pedagogy is found in Europe—specifically, in the atelier model of the medieval guilds. An atelier was a private, professional studio workshop led by a principal artist, supported by assistants and apprentices, all of whom worked together to produce commissioned work. A boy would apprentice with this master artist, learning through studying, fabricating, and living in the workshop. Initially, the boy would be charged with simple maintenance duties, then later more intricate and sophisticated tasks. After ten years or so, the boy, now grown into adulthood, would produce a work of sufficient quality to apply for guild membership. Once admitted, the aspiring artisan would open his own studio and repeat the cycle, taking commissions, hiring assistants, and accepting his own apprentices.

This model dominated throughout the Medieval and Renaissance eras, during which time there was an expansion of global trade (and conflict); a consolidation of power, money, and knowledge within European city-states and the Catholic Church; and an expansion of powerful regional banking systems. Commissioned artworks were seen as critical to communicating the ideals of these emerging economic powers, and therefore artist workshops flourished. Ultimately, the vast range of skills and attendant knowledge thought to be necessary for success in the late-Renaissance period led guild leaders to propose that aspiring artists have more than one master—and the idea for an academy was born.

The first academy, the Accademia di Belle Arti di Firenze, was founded in 1563 by artists working in Florence, Italy. In the Accademia, students engaged with a collective of artists and intellectuals who offered regular lectures on cross-disciplinary topics, lessons in drawing from nature as well as perspectival drawing, and in-progress recommendations (enacting what today we might call critique). The success of Florence’s Accademia inspired imitations across Europe, the most influential of which was Paris’s Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture.

The French Académie was established in 1648 during a period characterized by nation-building across the European continent. Art was understood as an effective way to enhance national identity, so monarchs like Louis XIV of France provided the financial backing for academies of art that glorified country and leader. The Académie established a rigidly structured drawing curriculum: first, sketching from antique casts, then copying Renaissance and contemporary engravings, and finally, drawing from the nude model. Like the academy in Florence, lectures in the sciences and humanities supplied students with the content to which they could apply their artistic expertise, and studio faculty (who had the imprimatur of the king) offered gallery talks and critiques.
In 1667, the Académie initiated an exhibition in Paris, juried by academy members and intended to advance Paris as the center of the European artworld. It worked: Artists from across Europe sought to have their work accepted into the annual exhibition, known as the Salon. For the politically tumultuous two-hundred years that followed, Académie juries endeavored to promote royal artistic preferences by selecting appropriate artworks for the Salon. By the late 1800s, however, frustrated with the conservative sensibilities of Académie juries, innovative artists began to eschew the state-sponsored exhibition, choosing instead to form collectives, join the emerging gallery scene, or attend schools with more progressive ambitions.

**Modern Western European Models**

One person with such ambitions was Hans Hofmann. As a young man in fin de siècle Paris (1904–1914), Hofmann was influenced by two especially formidable fellow artists, Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse. Hofmann later established several eponymous schools—most famously in New York (1933) and Provincetown (1934)—attracting students who wanted to learn the new “modern” European art. Whether students worked representationally or more abstractly, Hofmann emphasized observing and reacting to nature; formal and expressive aspects of light, color, and space; dialogue between teacher and student; and a sustained studio practice as the locus of creativity. Over his fifty-year teaching career, Hofmann taught hundreds of students, many of whom would become significant college educators and notable artists and designers.

A few years after Hofmann opened his first school in Munich (1915), the architect Walter Gropius launched the Bauhaus in nearby Weimar (1919). The Bauhaus fused aspects of atelier and academy models to form an interdisciplinary art-and-design school that integrated the artist with technology and craft with industry. To assert a mission of “art for all,” establish a pedagogy of experimentation, and offer a full array of craft traditions, Gropius assembled a faculty of esteemed European artists and expert technicians. Students entering the Bauhaus began with a half-year introductory program called the Basic Course, followed by a year dedicated to exploring construction and composition in diverse materials. The succeeding year, students focused on a few chosen disciplines, and a year later, concluded their studies with a sustained project that demonstrated their expertise. It was the Basic Course, though, that would have the most enduring influence on art curricula in the US.

The first iteration of the Basic Course featured a three-part curriculum—training the senses, the emotions, and the mind—which sought to engage students with exploratory approaches to learning. To that end,
the curriculum included physical and contemplative exercises, natural materials as the basis for independent exploration, and manipulatives made of basic shapes and colors that facilitated understandings of complex abstract ideas. As the Bauhaus evolved during the turbulent years between the two world wars, so too did its curriculum. In the final years, contemplative practices were minimized, while problem-solving and design for mass production were emphasized. And as new technologies became more accessible, the Basic Course expanded to embrace photography, film, and print publication.

Modern Western European Models in the US

The rise of Fascism in Europe brought an abrupt end to these modern innovations in art-and-design education. In 1930, Hans Hofmann relocated to New York. And when the Nazis closed the Bauhaus in 1935, many of its faculty members emigrated to the US, where they became leaders in higher education. Gropius, for example, became the head of architecture at Harvard; László Moholy-Nagy established the “new Bauhaus” in Chicago; and Josef Albers was appointed chair of the department of design at Yale. These artists maintained academic leadership roles for many years, teaching a generation of students, and publishing acclaimed books advancing their educational ideas. Even so, core Bauhaus ideals of interdisciplinarity, exploration, and “art for all” were transformed once transplanted into the sociopolitical context of a post-WWII United States, where, in classroom practice, learning experiences were often reduced to formalistic visual exercises.

The post-war professional and academic lives of Hofmann, Albers, Gropius, Moholy-Nagy, and other European artist émigrés, coincided with the most significant expansion of education and culture the United States has ever experienced. As college programs proliferated between 1950 and 1970, a generation of artists schooled in European Modernism were hired to create studio art-and-design courses. This convergence was significant in rapidly suffusing European Modernist curricula and pedagogy into college studio art-and-design education across the US.

There were, however, also US-born artist-teachers who studied in Europe and then returned to teach. These educators, perhaps most notably Arthur Wesley Dow, also made a significant impact on college studio art-and-design education. In his 1899 book, Composition, Dow proposed a set of universal visual principles that became known as the Elements of Art and Principles of Design. To explicate the elements and principles, Dow used an approach that was radically inclusive for its time, employing not just images of European artworks, but also works from Japan, Mexico, and cultures on the African continent.
Indeed, the United States at the dawn of the twentieth-century did not embrace notions of inclusivity. Most conspicuously, laws in the Southern states prescribed the segregation of whites and People of Color.\textsuperscript{57} Thus, to meet the educational needs of Black Americans, Black leaders created colleges especially for Black people, now known as HBCUs.\textsuperscript{58} These colleges thrived because they provided a forum for brilliant Black educators who were not permitted to teach at white colleges in the South and who rarely found teaching opportunities in the North due to institutionalized racism.\textsuperscript{59} Influential Black artist-teachers like Hale Woodruff, John Biggers, and Elizabeth Catlett led programs at HBCUs.\textsuperscript{60} Woodruff taught at Atlanta University from 1931 to 1943; Catlett started an art program at Dillard University in the 1940s; and in 1949, Biggers created the program at Texas Southern University.\textsuperscript{61} The curriculum and pedagogy of Biggers, Catlett, and Woodruff, like Eurocentric precedents, encouraged interdisciplinary connections, the study of prior works of art (including European Modernism), opportunities for learning-by-doing, and discussion of works in progress.\textsuperscript{62}

\textit{Beyond Modern Western European Models}

These Black artist-educators, however, went beyond the formal, aesthetic, and art historical discussions typical of European Modernist pedagogies: They encouraged students to make art from personal experience, and in so doing, to tell the story of Black people.\textsuperscript{63} Additionally, Woodruff et al. integrated life-skills training into the learning experience in order to help students face the cultural, professional, financial, and political realities of living and working in a racist society.\textsuperscript{64} To accomplish these goals, teachers engaged students in “conversations of substance” rather than critiques limited to formal concerns.\textsuperscript{65} In addition, their approaches appear more pluralistic: Biggers integrated influences from African nations, while Catlett and Woodruff embraced sociopolitical themes they encountered while working in Mexico.\textsuperscript{66} In augmenting European Modernist models in these several ways, Biggers, Catlett, Woodruff might be considered the first postmodern pedagogues.\textsuperscript{67}

By the middle of the twentieth-century, as critical cultural studies became more prevalent in artistic discourse, students and educators across many college campuses began to rebel against the dominant Modernist approach of formal and material experiments in the service of art for art’s sake.\textsuperscript{68} Instead, they created educational experiences that joined social concerns with artistic practice. For example, at Fresno State College in 1970, Judy Chicago started the Feminist Art Program to draw attention to gender inequities in art production and art education.\textsuperscript{69} With her colleagues, Chicago engaged women students with works by women
artists and authors, organized women-only exhibitions, and experimented with collaborative rules for inclusive dialogue. That same year at Cal Arts, John Baldessari initiated *Post Studio Art*, a non-media-specific course premised on his belief that traditional painting and sculpting were not the only ways to make and teach.  

Professors with educational aspirations like those of Chicago and Baldessari tended to make conversation the focus of learning; they asserted that an artwork should have layers of meaning, generate a sustained discussion, do at least some of what its maker intended, and be responsible for the interpretations it generates.

*Patterns Across Historical Precedents*

Throughout this brief survey of historical precedents in studio art-and-design education, a few patterns emerge regarding who taught, what they taught, and how they taught. First, the teachers who inspired today’s Eurocentric models of college studio art-and-design education were almost exclusively white men who had achieved a high level of recognition in the artworld of their time and who taught at the college level for many years. These artists were working in Europe or the United States when formal policies and informal practices limited educational and professional opportunities for women and People of Color. Thus, the most prevalent published curricula and pervasive embodied pedagogies of today represent the perspectives of a relatively small and homogenous group of individuals—in relation to the global population as a whole. Indeed, in recounting this history in order to critically examine it, I am aware that I risk reinforcing a “single story” of who teaches college studio art-and-design.

This sketch of postsecondary studio art-and-design across historical contexts shows that some curricular and pedagogical practices persist, such as: making-as-a-way-of-knowing, establishing a community of artists, responding to earlier cultural objects, and discussing student work. Pluralistic or multicultural approaches were rare, as artist-teachers crafted educational programs based on the culture and context in which they lived. The academy in Florence was infused with humanistic ideas that flowered during the Renaissance; the values of the French academy were framed by the monarchy’s desire for Paris to be the socioeconomic power of Europe; Hans Hofmann’s teaching grew out of early twentieth-century notions of an avant-garde; the Bauhaus curriculum was partially a response to the mass production of goods; Biggers, Catlett, and Woodruff developed socially-engaged pedagogies due to the harsh realities of racism; and the teaching practices of artists like Chicago and Baldessari had their corollary in mid-twentieth century counter-culture movements that swelled on both sides of the Atlantic. Context undeniably generated
innovations to curriculum and pedagogy, producing approaches that either reinforced or resisted dominant sociopolitical structures of the time.

**Conclusion**

As an idea and a practice, studio art-and-design in higher education in the United States draws from Eurocentric traditions that are well over 500 years old. Its conventions, innovations, contradictions, and imperfections make for a rich and complicated legacy. In order to examine today’s college teaching practices and enact transformational change, professors must have a critical awareness of the implicit and explicit historical influences, as well as the multivalent contemporary considerations, which have come together to shape current conditions in college studio art-and-design education. In so doing, professors establish a rationale for radical reconceptualization; create opportunities to integrate their expertise with the creative inclinations of their students; and engage hearts, minds, and hands in collectively imagining a proliferation of possibilities for a shared future.73

*Making and Being* is the result of professors working collaboratively to enact a radical reconceptualization. The authors use a social-ecological model to facilitate recognition of personal agency and institutional forces, so that the reader, whether student or instructor, is better able to enact ways of being that are not part of a dominant Eurocentric curriculum and pedagogy. In so doing, readers expand their understanding of influences, and thereby ameliorate potential cultural gaps and power differentials between student and professor. Furthermore, the authors’ descriptions of contemplative practices and reflective approaches help the reader to develop strategies for sustaining a professional life aligned with personal values. At a time when few college-level studio art-and-design resources are available, this book serves as a valuable guide for students, a holistic model for new instructors, and an inspiration for veteran professors seeking ways to reconstruct teaching and learning in college studio art-and-design education.
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73. I draw on several sources here: Richard Cary, Critical Art Pedagogy: Foundations for a Postmodern Art Education (New York, NY: Routledge, 2016); Salazar, “Laying a Foundation for Artmaking in the 21st Century: A Description and Some Dilemmas”; “The classroom, with all of its limitations, remains a location of possibility. In that field of possibility, we have the opportunity to labor for freedom, to demand of ourselves, and our comrades, an openness of mind and heart that allows us to face reality even as we collectively imagine ways to transcend, from bell hooks, Teaching to Transgress (New York, NY: Routledge, 1994), 207.